
TMC Recognizes Hubgets with the 2017 Unified
Communications Product of the Year Award
Hubgets Honored for Boosting Business Productivity through Instant Communication

WILMINGTON, DELAWARE, UNITED STATES, May 9, 2017 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Hubgets Inc.
announced today that TMC, a global, integrated media company helping clients build communities in
print, in person and online, has presented the 2017 Unified Communications Product of the Year
Award to Hubgets, the instant communication and collaboration platform that makes businesses more
productive.

Hubgets enables teams to connect, bond, and collaborate in real-time with more focus and less noise.
The instant collaboration platform, available as a service and in the private cloud, offers one-to-one
instant messaging and group chat with file transfer and screen sharing, voice and video calls,
interactive boards with media support, presence, status and mood features, advanced business
telephony like IVRs, conferencing, agents and call center functionality. Team members have full
visibility over the communication flows, which are automatically centralized and instantly searchable.
Designed to help teams gain focus, the platform uses intelligent algorithms to reduce distractions and
relieve frustration.

"Most teams want to be productive, but business structures and processes often get in the way, eating
up valuable work time and preventing team members from getting things done. Hubgets simplifies
team and customer communication, and lets information flow easily among team members. Relieved
from the burden of excessive emails and redundant meetings, people work with first hand information
and focus on actionable results. Instant communication is collaboration," said Hubgets COO and Co-
founder, Elena Carstoiu.

“It gives me great pleasure to honor Hubgets Inc. as a 2017 recipient of TMC’s Unified
Communications Product of the Year Award for their innovative product, Hubgets,” said Rich Tehrani,
CEO, TMC. “Our judges were very impressed with the ingenuity and excellence displayed by Hubgets
Inc. in their groundbreaking work on Hubgets.”

With Page by Hubgets, the platform redefines the concept of business communication and simplifies
workflows. This digital business card available for each team member enables instant contact with
partners, leads, and customers through secure chat with file transfer, voice, and video in the browser.
Team members communicate without exposing personal information such as email address or phone
number. Partners and customers do not need a Hubgets account or a specific piece of software to
establish contact. Hubgets automatically stores and converges both internal and business
communication, building a knowledge center that team members can instantly access and learn from.

The platform delivers instant communication and collaboration to teams of all sizes, and is free for
those with up to 20 members. Startups, SMBs, and enterprises have access to customized service
plans to support their team dynamics and business needs. Special licensing for Service Providers is
also available.

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.hubgets.com/product/page
https://www.hubgets.com/product/pricing


Winners of the 2017 Unified Communications Product of the Year Award are announced online and
highlighted in INTERNET TELEPHONY magazine.

About Hubgets

Hubgets is an instant communication platform that makes businesses more productive. It enables
people to communicate via chat with file transfer and screen sharing, voice, and video, turning work
experience into searchable knowledge.
Hubgets uses artificial intelligence to measure people's mood at work and adjusts communication
flows on the individual level to reduce frustration and make the entire team more productive.

Page by Hubgets is a web business card available for each Hubgets user. Contacting the card owner
is as simple as browsing the web - chat, voice and video instant communication is available for free, in
the browser. With Page, Hubgets users don't need to give out their phone number to be reached by
business partners or customers.
For more information, please visit https://www.hubgets.com, follow us on Facebook
https://www.facebook.com/hubgetscom/ and Twitter https://www.twitter.com/hubgets.

About INTERNET TELEPHONY magazine

INTERNET TELEPHONY has been the IP Communications Authority since 1998™. Beginning with
the first issue, INTERNET TELEPHONY magazine has been providing unbiased views of the
complicated converged communications space. For more information, please visit www.itmag.com.
Follow INTERNET TELEPHONY magazine on Twitter or join our Linked In group. Subscribe or visit
www.itmag.com.

About TMC

Global buyers rely on TMC’s content-driven marketplaces to make purchase decisions and navigate
markets. This presents branding, thought leadership and lead generation opportunities for
vendors/sellers. For more information about TMC and to learn how we can help you reach your
marketing goals, please visit www.tmcnet.com.
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